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National Director's Message

CNWC National Director Bob

Walker

As we celebrate Bruce

Power's 20th anniversary it's

important to reflect on the

impact of those 20 years on

employees, the community,

the economy and the envi-

ronment. It is a remarkable

success story and a great

demonstration of the many

benefits of nuclear power.

Bruce Power is home to

8 CANDU Reactors built by

the former Ontario Hydro.

In the mid to late 1990s, the

utility laid up the 4 Reac-

tors at Bruce A. Although

the Power Workers’ Union

(PWU) pressed hard, few

people people expected to see the reactors ever returned to

service. Jobs were lost, staff redeployed to other locations,

the local housing market and economy tumbled. Morale in

OPG's Nuclear Workforce was low.

Many were skeptical of Ontario's plan to lease the site

to a private partnership but the situation began to look a

bit brighter after Bruce Power reached agreement with the

PWU and the Society of Energy Professionals on a path for-

ward and began operations in May 2001.

There was a sense of improved employment security as

jobs began to return. The local economy and housing mar-

ket rebounded. Initial concerns were quickly put to rest and

replaced with a new feeling of optimism. Union jurisdiction

was unchanged and Collective Agreements, wages, benefits

and pensions were protected, proving that high quality em-

ployment goes hand in hand with high quality bulk energy.

Units 3 and 4 were returned to service in 2003/2004 af-

ter which the refurbishment project for Units 1 and 2 began.

At its peak the Bruce A refurbishment was the largest in-

frastructure project in Canada. In 2012 Units 1 and 2 were

returned to service and Bruce Power became the largest nu-

clear generating station in the World—a great example of

successful public private partnership with organized labour.

The Bruce Units can generate 6,400 MW, enough to sup-

ply 30% of the electricity Ontario needs. This emission-free

electricity helped Ontario phase out coal, and we'll continue

to need it for our clean energy future.

Bruce Power has collaborated with Canada's medi-

cal community to continue Canada's pioneering work in

the field of medical isotopes and has partnered with the

Saugeen Ojibway Nation to create new economic opportu-

nities in this field. The Bruce reactors currently manufacture

cobalt-60 and hope to produce additional isotopes start-

ing with lutetium-177. These isotopes are vital for sterilizing

medical equipment, diagnostics and treatment of cancers.

With the Bruce Units back in service, operating with out-

standing performance, Bruce Power embarked on a massive

12-year life extension program, which will see station life ex-

tended to 2064. The refurbishment will generate over $10

billion per year in economic activity and ongoing operations

will create and sustain about 22,000 jobs. More than 60

suppliers have established facilities in the region, creating

around 2,000 local jobs in Bruce, Grey and Huron counties.

When the pandemic struck us, Bruce Power and its

Unions stepped up by donating badly needed PPE, financial

support and most recently vaccination support. The Ontario

Hockey Hub mass vaccination centres opened in June 2021.

Who has benefited from the creation of Bruce Power?

A better question might be who hasn't. Clarington and

Durham Region are seeing similar benefits from Ontario

Power Generation's Pickering and Darlington Nuclear Power

Plants and the Darlington Refurbishment Project.

We in Canada's nuclear workforce join everyone at Bruce

Power as you celebrate the success of your first 20 years. We

look forward to celebrating many more important mile-

stones with you.

This is a bunch of text designed to add lines to here and.

Bob Walker
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Bruce Power turns 20: a hopeful lighthouse in a dark and dangerous storm

An unsung economic miracle happened on the Bruce Peninsula in 2001 with the birth of Bruce Power. After the Ontario

nuclear layups of the 1990s put Bruce units 1–4 into mothball and threw thousands out of work, an innovative partnership

took over the site, quickly brought units 3 and 4 back to service, then refurbished 1 and 2. Bruce Power now works to extend

station life past mid-century.

This is in stark contrast to what is happening elsewhere in the West. The US especially has experienced a steady chip-

ping away at its nuclear capacity. Political indifference at best and hostility at worst has led to Vermont Yankee, Oyster

Creek, and Indian Point leaving service, with Diablo Canyon and Byron threatened. Bruce Power is an example of just the

opposite. Successive Ontario governments have recognized the plant's vital role in providing the province with reliable

high quality bulk power.

Goodbye Indian Point: unfair penalties in sudden death South of the Ontario border, the community of Buchanan New

York is now going through what the Bruce went through in the late 1990s: the collapse of a once-thriving local economy. It

is impossible to guess exactly the negative effect this is now having on former plant workers who up to a month ago were

gainfully employed in an industry that by any objective measure is absolutely essential in the Age of Climate Change.

The closure of New York state's biggest clean energy provider occurred for political reasons. It was supported by a gov-

ernor and environmental lobby that both claim they are concerned about climate change. The governor and environmen-

talists know Indian Point's steady clean power will be replaced with fossil fuels (see By the numbers, below).

Future historians will look with amazement at how completely the governor and environmentalists abandoned their

own stated principles—all during a pandemic in which millions were made unemployed, and under a federal administra-

tion that was borrowing trillions to cover the daily expenses of unemployed workers.

... and hello Summer of weather threats to the electric grid Meanwhile, as other nuclear plants in California and Illinois

face political closures similar to Indian Point, the North American Electricity Reliability Council (NERC) is warning of high

demand–related grid vulerabilities if summer heatwaves produce anything like the extremes of previous years. California

is especially at risk—even with normal summer peak demand conditions. Texas and areas of the US Northeast are a con-

cert too.

California's largest single source of supply is imports, but its plan for supply is to take the 2,200 MW Diablo Canyon

nuclear plant out of service and replace it with mostly solar. NERC makes the obvious point that solar is not a 24/7 source,

and that it is unwise to rely on other jurisdictions for peaking power.

And don't forget Pickering Ontario itself faces a serious supply shortfall with the impending Pickering closure still slated

for 2024. There is currently no plan to replace it with anything but gas, nor is there any formal discussion about how a ma-

jor increase in gas consumption clashes with Canada's Paris commitment. This is becoming a worry.

By the numbers

Indian Point down, fossil generation up In the Summer 2020 edition of the CNWC Newsletter, we predicted that closing

the Indian Point nuclear plant in New York would cause a 100-gram increase in the per-kWh CO2 emission rate from New

York's grid. That was directly due to fossil generation replacing the lost nuclear output; see the figure next page.

This is exactly the opposite of what climate scientists tell us we must do. Paris Accord commitments to reduce US CO2

emissions by 25–28 percent below the 2005 benchmark by 2025 are simply impossible when states do what New York did.

Paris requires signatories to reduce emissions. Closing Indian Point has increased them.

This jeopardizes further decarbonization efforts as well. The transition to electric vehicles and equipment benefits

the environment only if the electricity is clean. As CNWC emphasized in its Policy Position on Electric Transport (see https:

//cnwc-cctn.ca/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/electric_transpo_position_v3_1.pdf), electrifying diesel equipment is mean-

ingless if most electricity comes from gas. Most of New York's electricity now comes from gas.

Along with vastly increased CO2 emissions, the Indian Point closure destroyed jobs. New York now also has an addi-

tional 1,000 unemployed workers.
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New York power generation: what replaced Indian Point?

Our major employers

NB Power works to reduce PLNGS downtime The non nuclear side of Pt. Lepreau has since refurbishment was com-

pleted in 2012 been dealing with challenges related to major components. This has caused more downtime than was ex-

pected: the station hit 600 downtime-days in late April, a mark it had not expected to reach until 2030. The April setback

was the second so far in 2021, but most downtime occurred soon after return to service following refurbishment. The most

recent setback began mid April due to a persisting mechanical steam turbine issue. The plant came back online early May.

When Pt Lepreau's 700 MW are unavailable, the utility has to buy replacement power, mostly from fossil generators.

NB Power says every hour of unsecheduled PLNGS downtime costs $50,000. Every day costs $1.2 million, which means

the 600 days of unscheduled downtime since the refurbishment (completed in 2012) have cost NB Power $720 million.

Hockey Hubs vaccination centre. High-volume, high

efficiency inoculation to help end the pandemic.

Nuclear critics were quick to claim this proves nuclear is too unreli-

able and expensive. But NB Power also estimates that the system cost of

balancing the province's 318 MW wind turbine fleet is one cent per kWh.

On the roughly 13 billion kWh generated in NB every year, that amounts

to $130 million. Since PLNGS refurbishment, that works out to $1.17 bil-

lion. Contrasted with the cumulative $720 million cost of PLNGS down-

time, that's alarming: the challenges at PLNGS will be pinpointed and

fixed, but the variation in wind is inherent in that kind of generation.

Bruce Power partners with public health on mass vaccinations

Canada's drive to full population vaccination accelerated early May with

a new partnership of Bruce Power, Peel Public Health, and some CNWC

member unions on one of the country's biggest mass vaccine centres.

Called the Hockey Hub, it is the brainchild of Dr Ian Arra, Medical Office

of Health in Grey Bruce. It uses hockey arenas to deliver vaccines at scale:

4500 vaccines every 10 hours, using only 5 nurses. Bruce Power provided logistics for 3 field hospitals, including one in Peel

Region, scene of a worrying outbreak of a dangerous Covid variant that we hope we can keep under control.

SMR vendor Chalk River site licensing moves forward Global First Power's Micro Modular Reactor, a helium-cooled

TRISO fueled high temperature 5 MWe (15 MW thermal) design has moved to formal license review at the CNSC.

This is part of the major drive to deploy SMRs across Canada. Many CNWC employers are involved in exploring at least

one SMR design. This is the greatest amount of activity surrounding new nuclear since the 1980s.

Cameco the object of investor scrutiny, rides out pandemic Cameco took a predictable loss in the 1st quarter of 2021,

predictable because Cameco shut down its largest operation, Cigar Lake, a number of times due to concern about protect-

ing its workforce and communities from outbreaks in the pandemic.

There was discussion in financial media about Cameco's value as an investment, given increasing demand for uranium

in Asia and likely future growth in Europe and North America. There was no dispute the company is solid; its attractive-

ness as an investment will depend on the investor's risk preference. If the investor wants excitement and the prospect of
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high yields (and the risk of losses) then Cameco with its conservative steady-as-she-goes philosophy is maybe not for that

investor.

OPG progresses with DNGS refurb, protects habitat, wins awards Darlington unit 3 refurbishment, one of the biggest

infrastructure projects in the country, proceeds as planned, on schedule and on budget. In May, the refurbishment team,

drawing on literally thousands of lessons learned from refurbishing Unit 2 (which returned to service a year ago), removed

all 960 feeder tubes in preparation for removing the fuel channel assemblies. The project is going well. In recognition, OPG

won a utility industry award for excellence in project management.

In complete alignment with the fact that nuclear is by far the most environmentally benign way of producing energy,

OPG won another award, this time for environmental stewardship at the Western Waste Management Facility in Bruce

County. The Wildlife Habitat Council's Gold Program of the Year went to OPG, first among 32 competitors, for protecting

biodiversity at the site. A nuclear utility like OPG is literally the only bulk energy producer that could win such an award:

only nuclear utilities can and do store waste products tangential to energy production at any single location.

SNC goes centrifugal in nuclear wastewater processing SNC has moved forward in its license agreement for Spinionic,

a Swedish developed rotating bed reactor designed for in situ use on crowded sites where space is at a premium. First an-

nounced in 2019, the collaboration between SNC and the RBR's inventor, SpinChem, which is active in the chemical and

pharmaceutical industries, is hoped to develop nuclear business, where the technology could be a better alternative to

fixed column ion-exchange technology.

NWMO presses on with community engagement In keeping with the industry's modus operandi of continuous engage-

ment with those who are interested in its activities, NWMO has stepped up communication of its message to members of

the possible DGR host communities of South Bruce and Ignace, while remaining open to concerns.

In early June, a DGR opponent group, Protect Our Waterways No Nuclear Waste (POW NNW) presented to the munic-

ipal council, once again iterating their call for a referendum on the DGR. POW claim that NWMO can't verify the safety of

a repository hundreds of meters inside stable rock formations. NWMO responded by respectfully pointing out that active

facilities such as the Bruce nuclear plant have operated for decades without impacting local agriculture and that used nu-

clear fuel, while radioactive and requiring careful long term management, is a stable solid that can't burn, explode, or melt.

Canadian zero-emission electricity supporting healthcare around

the world: harvesting cobalt-60 at Bruce Power. The company has

applied for a license amendment to produce Lu-177.

Kinectrics launches first of a kind R&D campus for SMR

development Eying the future of energy, Kinectrics an-

nounced it will launch Helius, an innovation campus for

organizing research to identify and solve challenges related

to SMR rollout, especially high temperature gas-cooled

reactors (HTGR). Helius will likely be located at Kinectrics

existing facilities in downtown Toronto.

As we mentioned in the Summer 2020 edition of the

Newsletter, the company was helping XEnergy, an HTGR

SMR vendor, navigate the Canadian regulatory process.

While HTGRs have been deployed on commercial electricity

grids, new applications like hydrogen production and indus-

trial heat require testing on components and developing

predictive models. Helius will provide the environment to

accomplish this. Click here for more info.

Video Watch

Electric commuter airplanes Ever wonder if those quad-

copter drones could be scaled up to move people? This amazing Miles O'Brien PBS piece looks at the viability of short-hop

electric quads. If these take off in the marketplace, the near future could look like The Jetsons. How many new power plants

would be needed to charge commuter-quad batteries if every city has these aircraft?

https://youtu.be/pVkdsKN7f84
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In short.. .

City of Vancouver bans gas-fired heat In a 6 to 5 vote, Vancouver city council stuck to a 2019 bylaw banning natural gas

heating beginning January 1 2022. Some councilors had suggested delaying the ban by a year. Does this put BC's biggest

city in line to become Canada's second-biggest electrically heated city, after Montreal? Or will Vancouver be Canada's biggest?

That depends on how many Montrealers heat with gas. While Quebec is Canada's largest electrically heated province,

Montreal is well served with gas. One thing is certain: Vancouver, with over a million private dwellings, will drive BC's per-

centage of homes heated electrically from roughly 40 percent to 80 percent. On a cold-ish day, that could double the city's

current peak load.

See https://thetyee.ca/News/2021/06/11/Vancouver-Council-Votes-Against-Delay-Climate-Emergency-Plan/?utm_source=

daily&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=110621

BNSF-Wabtec battery-electric locomotive pilot results Last time we mentioned the battery-vs-hydrogen duel in freight

rail: BNSF-Wabtec vs CP-Ballard. At the time, BNSF was testing Wabtec's battery-powered FLXdrive, a 195-ton locomotive,

in a hybrid consist on a line in California. (CP-Ballard is slated to test a hydrogen fuel cell system beginning 2022.)

In May, BNSF and Wabtec reported cautiously positive results from the trial. It appears that while BNSF was happy

with the avoided diesel use and the 11 percent lower CO2 emissions, the company wants more juice from the locomotive.

Wabtec says it will up battery capacity to 6,000 kWh, which it claims could cut CO2 by 30 percent. As we emphasized in the

CNWC Electric Transport Policy position, such a reduction depends on the grid that charges the batteries. California's grid

CIPK will go up when the state closes Diablo Canyon.

Unfortunately, missing from pilot reports is any firm statement that there will be a Phase II. BNSF only confirms that it

will “continue to explore the potential of this technology,” and Wabtec didn't say how it might cover the cost of the second

generation higher capacity locomotive. The just-ended pilot was financed (US$22.6 million) by the California Air Resources

Board. Not many today advocate direct-to-grid freight rail electrification via overhead catenary. Could that change?

See https://www.railwayage.com/mechanical/locomotives/bnsf-wabtec-bel-pilot-the-results-are-in/

Lion Electric aims to decarbonize school trips with huge order In one of the biggest schoolbus orders ever in North Amer-

ica, First Student, the largest student transportation provider on the continent, has ordered 260 fully electric schoolbuses

from Canadian Lion Electric. Recall that Canadian National in late August 2020 ordered 50 Lion cargo trucks.

Lion is getting so much business that it has expanded both battery pack manufacturing and vehicle assembly.

https://insideevs.com/news/508387/first-student-lion-electric-buses/

Ontario's biggest cities face off on electric public transit Ottawa says it will buy 450 battery electric buses within 6 years,

en route to completely electrifying its 900-vehicle fleet in 15 years. This is a big step up from the two-vehicle test purchase

Ottawa announced in December 2020. Maybe Ottawa feels it's in a race with Toronto: in May there were major announce-

ments from Ontario's capital about expanding both the battery-electric bus and hardwired streetcar fleets. In the former

case, Ontario Power Generation agreed to build the charging infrastructure for Toronto buses.

Meanwhile, the Ottawa LRT Trillium line moves forward with some delays, as does the Toronto Eglinton Crosstown

LRT. It is hoped both lines will be in operation some time in 2022. Together, the cities’ overnight electrical demand could

increase by 200–300 MW just for bus battery charging. Winter daytime load could increase by 60 MW for the new LRTs.

City of Ottawa: https://electricautonomy.ca/2021/06/08/ottawa-electric-buses/

TTC streetcars: https://www.masstransitmag.com/rail/vehicles/article/21222571/ttc-receives-c568-million-funding-commitment-

for-streetcar-procurement

OPG: https://www.ebmag.com/opg-toronto-hydro-and-ttc-team-up-to-electrify-the-fleet/

CNWC CCTN Newsletter is published four times a year by the Canadian

Nuclear Workers’ Council.

Publisher: Bob Walker

Editor: Steve Aplin

bwalker@cnwc-cctn.ca

Tel: 416-804-5542

244 Eglinton Ave. East Toronto ON M4P 1K2

Canadian Nuclear Workers’ Council

The collective voice of organized labour in the nuclear industries

The Canadian Nuclear Workers Council (CNWC) is an umbrella organization

of Unions representing workers in all sectors of the Canadian nuclear indus-

try. Founded in 1993, it represents sectors including electric power utilities,

uranium mining and processing, radioisotope production for medical and

industrial purposes, nuclear research, construction and trades in Ontario and

labour councils in host communities.

Members include Locals of: International Association of Firefighters•Atomic

Energy Allied Council• Canadian Union of Public Employees• International

Brotherhood of Electrical Workers• International Association of Machinists &

Aerospace Workers• International Federation of Professional and Technical

Engineers• Power Workers’ Union• Provincial Building and Construction

Trades Council of Ontario• Professional Institute of The Public Service of

Canada• Society of United Professionals• Society of Professional Engineers

and Associates•United Steel Workers•UNIFOR•District Labour Councils

(Grey/Bruce, Durham, Lindsay, Northumberland, and Saint John).
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What others are saying

“Since the 2013 International Energy Agency (IEA) review of German energy policies, the Energiewende continues to be

the defining feature of Germany's energy policy landscape. In place for nearly a decade, the Energiewende is a major

plan for transforming the German energy system into a more efficient one supplied mainly by renewable energy sources

and without electricity generation from nuclear by the end of 2022. As such, the Energiewende is meant to move Ger-

many towards a low-carbon, nuclear-free energy system by the middle of the century.

“Over the last four decades, Germany's energy supply has shifted from a clear dominance of coal and oil to a more

diversified system. Nuclear energy, first introduced in the 1970s, is being replaced by more renewables, in line with Ger-

many's energy transition targets. Furthermore, coal, which represents the largest source for power generation today, is

planned to be fully phased out by 2038.

“Still, Germany is struggling to achieve its climate change ambitions, and is not on track to meet its near-term

emissions reduction targets. The growth in electricity generation from renewables has lowered emissions, but the nu-

clear phase-out as well as higher electricity exports have offset some of the emissions benefits. That said, the govern-

ment's planned coal phase-out could help reset the country on a path to achieving its longer-term emissions targets in

the electricity sector.

“Nonetheless, to date, the electricity sector has been shouldering a sizeable share of the Energiewende's costs and

progress. . . .Both policy and regulatory reforms can help Germany achieve a cost-efficient, equitable and sustainable

pathway to meeting its highly ambitious energy transition goals.”

[emphasis added]

Source: International Energy Agency, “Germany 2020: Energy Policy Review,” p. 11 (p. 12 of the PDF). https://www.bmwi.

de/Redaktion/DE/Downloads/G/germany-2020-energy-policy-review.pdf ?__blob=publicationFile&v=4

Worth repeating

“It costs Germany a great deal to maintain such an excess of installed power. The average cost of electricity for German

households has doubled since 2000. By 2019, households had to pay 34 U.S. cents per kilowatt-hour, compared to 22

cents per kilowatt-hour in France and 13 cents in the United States.

“We can measure just how far the Energiewende has pushed Germany toward the ultimate goal of decarbonization.

In 2000, the country derived nearly 84 percent of its total primary energy from fossil fuels; this share fell to about 78

percent in 2019. If continued, this rate of decline would leave fossil fuels still providing nearly 70 percent of the country's

primary energy supply in 2050.

Meanwhile, during the same 20-year period, the United States reduced the share of fossil fuels in its primary energy

consumption from 85.7 percent to 80 percent, cutting almost exactly as much as Germany did. The conclusion is as sur-

prising as it is indisputable. Without anything like the expensive, target-mandated Energiewende, the United States has

decarbonized at least as fast as Germany, the supposed poster child of emerging greenness.”

Source: Vaclav Smil, “Germany's Energiewende, 20 Years Later,” IEE Spectrum, 25 Nov 2020 https://spectrum.ieee.org/

energy/renewables/germanys-energiewende-20-years-later

Also worth repeating

“We are seeing time and time again this radical opposition group [POW-NNW; see “NWMO presses on with commu-

nity engagement,” above] taking the smallest detail of this project and spinning it every which way imaginable in order

to instill doubt within the community. Do its members care if what they say is true? Do they always spread conspiracy

theories as fact? Where is the accountability?”

Source: Sheila Whytock, Letter to the Editor “Where is the Accountability?”, Kincardine Record, 11 June 2020:

https://www.kincardinerecord.com/story.php?id=11262&fbclid=

IwAR2GstTLg0ChIXrV1o8TUUKGTe2LdNOslwawzAhKGexcwJV8zAXPZtHbcF8
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